Mid-term exam
(Monday June 12th)

Start: 9.30 am
End: 11.00 am

Official clock on the wall
Supplies

• You bring:
  • Pen
  • Another pen
  • Calculator
  • Ruler

• I provide:
  • Paper
  • Useful equations, units, and molecules (from the syllabus)
Seating

• Sit in your assigned seat
• Leave bags and their contents at front of class
• If you have a question, raise your hand and wait
• If I don’t see your hand, cough loudly
• If you finish early, stand up, hand in your exam, leave quietly
What’s covered?

• Chapters 1-8 in textbook
• Things you’ve learnt about in classroom

• Good things to study include:
  – Summaries at end of each chapter in book
  – 1 page handouts for each chapter
Types of questions

• Multiple choice questions
• Questions with one or two word answers
• Questions that want a longer answer
• Calculation/Equation

• Points for each question and each section will be stated on the exam